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Abstract: 
 
Wuyi Mountain is located in the northern section of Wuyi Mountain which stretches between Fujian and Jiangxi 
provinces. It is located in Chong’an County, Fujian Province. It is 120 Li (60 kilometers) round. It is one of the 
famous scenic spots in southeastern China. 
 
There are many natural fissures and caves on the Qifeng cliff of Wuyi Mountain. Many of the caves are left with 
wooden boards and coffins, hidden or visible in the mist of mountains and cliffs. For thousands of years, people 
did not know what it was, and gave it the color of myth and superstition. 
 
In September 1973, a boat coffin was found in Guanyinyan cave, Wuyi Mountain. It was disturbed and no burial 
objects were found. After that, Fujian Provincial Museum, Archaeology Department of Xiamen University, 
cultural center of Chong ‘an county and other units have made many investigations on the cliff cave tombs in 
Wuyi mountain, and have basically grasped the distribution and preservation of the cave tombs, and made 
preliminary discussions. 
 
The investigation and cleaning of Baiyan Cliff tomb is based on the above work. With the support and assistance 
of the Chong ‘an County Party Committee and the hoisting team of Fujian forestry engineering company, the 
inspection was carried out from September 5 to September 16, 1978 by using the hoisting machinery to enter 
the cave. From September 5 to September 16, 1978, we inspected the structure of the cave and cleaned up the 
remains in the coffin. 
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